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Information Technology for Management: Improving Strategic and Operational PerformanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	Students graduating today face a tough job market—making

	it important that they develop the expertise and critical

	thinking skills that give them a competitive edge.

	Information Technology for Management, 8th edition is

	designed to give students an edge when they face the

	challenges and opportunities that business...
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Power Quality in Electrical SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Identify and Solve Key Electric-Power-Quality Problems  and Ensure Reliable Power Delivery to All Customers
Power Quality in Electrical Systems equips you with the latest engineering techniques for providing power quality to all customers, and includes vital information on manufacturing, data processing, and healthcare...
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Principles of Biochemical Toxicology, Fourth EditionInforma Healthcare, 2008
This leading textbook in the field examines the mechanisms underlying toxicity, particularly the events at the molecular level and the factors that determine and affect toxicity. The new edition is updated to reflect the latest research into the biochemical basis of toxicology and the growing concerns over the adverse effects of drugs,...
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Proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018): Volume IX: Aging, Gender and Work, Anthropometry, Ergonomics ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents the proceedings of the 20th Congress of the International Ergonomics Association (IEA 2018), held on August 26-30, 2018, in Florence, Italy. By highlighting the latest theories and models, as well as cutting-edge technologies and applications, and by combining findings from a range of disciplines including...
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Activity Learning: Discovering, Recognizing, and Predicting Human Behavior from Sensor Data (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Defines the notion of an activity model learned from sensor data and presents key algorithms that form the core of the field


	Activity Learning: Discovering, Recognizing and Predicting Human Behavior from Sensor Data provides an in-depth look at computational approaches to activity learning from sensor data. Each...
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VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED: Are Childhood Immunizations As Safe As Claimed? (The Underground Knowledge Series)Sterling, 2020

	An unbiased, neutral, fact-based investigation that simply allows the science to do the talking on childhood vaccinations. Written by father and son investigative journalism/research team Lance & James Morcan, with a foreword by medical laboratory scientist Elísabet Norris, VACCINE SCIENCE REVISITED is possibly the most...
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E-health Systems Diffusion And Use: The Innovation, the User And the Use It ModelIdea Group Publishing, 2005
E-Health Systems Diffusion and Use: The Innovation, the User and the Use IT Model offers an overview of the use and diffusion of information systems in the health care sector with particular attention to the role of the user. This book starts with classic contributions and modifications and then continues with contemporary contributions, which...
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Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services 3.0 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2007
The smart way to learn Microsoft Windows SharePoint Services Version 3.0 one step at a time! Work at your own pace through the easy numbered steps, practice files, helpful hints, and troubleshooting tips to master the fundamentals of working with the latest version of Windows SharePoint Services. You will learn the essentials for creating and...
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TcL Scripting for Cisco IOS (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	A guide to building and modifying Tcl scripts to automate network administration tasks


	 


	Streamline Cisco network administration and save time with Tcl scripting


	Cisco networking professionals are under relentless pressure to...
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Electronic Health Record: Standards, Coding Systems, Frameworks, and InfrastructuresJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Discover How Electronic Health Records Are Built to Drive the Next Generation of Healthcare Delivery


	The increased role of IT in the healthcare sector has led to the coining of a new phrase "health informatics," which deals with the use of IT for better healthcare services. Health informatics applications often...
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Hospital Epidemiology and Infection Control (Mayhall)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004
Thoroughly revised and updated for its Third Edition, this highly acclaimed volume is the most comprehensive reference on hospital epidemiology and infection control. In 115 chapters written by over 150 leading experts, the book examines every type of hospital-acquired (nosocomial) infection and addresses every issue relating to surveillance,...
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Advances in Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining: 15th Pacific-Asia Conference, PAKDD 2011Springer, 2011

	PAKDD has been recognized as a major international conference in the areas of
	data mining (DM) and knowledge discovery in databases (KDD). It provides an
	international forum for researchers and industry practitioners to share their new
	ideas, original research results and practical development experiences from all
	KDD-related areas...
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